
ADDENDUM NO. 1

RFP #022822 – PUHSD Structured Cabling Services

February 23, 2022

The following changes and/or additions to the RFP Documents shall apply to proposals made for and
to the execution of the various parts of the work affected and all other conditions shall remain the
same.

Careful note of this Addendum shall be taken by all vendors so that the proper allowances may be
made in strict accordance with the Addendum. Vendor shall submit their proposal and include this
addendum with signature to acknowledge receipt of this addendum. Failure to do so may subject the
vendor to disqualification.

In case of conflict between RFP Documents and this Addendum, this Addendum shall govern.

The first page is the acknowledgment and original signature for Addendum No. 1 to be included in the
vendor’s proposal. All subsequent pages provide questions and answers to RFI.

_________________________________________________________________________________

The vendor acknowledges that it received and fully considered Addendum No. 1 when completing the
Proposal documents.

I am a duly-authorized representative of the vendor and, in that capacity, I have reviewed the
information set forth in RFP Documents and Addendum No. 1 and have executed and submitted this
Proposal on behalf of the vendor.

Representative Name: ____________________________________

Representative Title: _____________________________________

Representative Signature: _________________________________

Date Signed: ____________________________________________

**Please attach this page with original signatures to your proposal.
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RFIs for RFP #022822
PUHSD Structured Cabling Services

Questions and Answers

(Q) The maps don’t show where the IDF/MDF’s are?
(A) IDFs are all clearly labeled on the maps. Please refer to the separate links to maps on the

website.

(Q) I do see that the RFP references 7 and 9 inch patch cord, is that accurate?
(A) This is part of our master spec for cable dressing. The sheet is correct. We are requesting 7 and

9 inch patch cables.

(Q) During the job walk on 2/15/22, many data locations were instructed to be demo locations but none of
those locations are on the drawings. Can the district provide the number of data drops that need to be
demoed? Without a solid number, contractors will be estimating blindly and values will be all over the place.

(A) All data in the current IDF will need to be demo. This information was provided during the job
walk.

(Q) Can the district confirm that all NEW data drops on the drawings have an existing box and conduit stub
(replacing an old drop)? If not, how many new locations will require rough-in work?

(A) Yes, all new data drop locations on the drawing have an existing box and conduit stub.

(Q) During demo, if we encounter surface mount raceway, are we expected to remove the raceway or only
the cabling? If we are expected to remove, will this still apply if there is also power in the raceway?

(A) Please remove the surface mount raceway and the cabling. If there is power in the raceway, do
not remove.

(Q) In NEW data locations, will it be acceptable to reuse existing surface mount raceway or will we need to
install new raceway?

(A) Please install new raceway.

(Q) For all schools, are there any locations that the new CAT6 /6A will be routed underground? Or are there
existing empty/useable sleeves connecting buildings?

(A) There are no empty/useable sleeves that are currently connecting the buildings, but contractors
can install new pathways between the portable buildings at Pinacate MS and Perris Lake HS.

(Q) Can the district confirm that no IDFs need new fiber/fiber enclosures/fiber patch cords or any fiber
related products?  If fiber is being relocated, has it been confirmed that there is enough cable slack to install at
the new location?

(A) Correct, contractors can use the existing fiber. Yes, there is enough cable slack to install at the
new location.
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(Q) If fiber is relocated, is the contractor expected to re-test the fiber?
(A) Yes, please re-test the fiber.

(Q) Do any fiber runs need to be demoed? If so, can the district provide end to end locations on the
drawings?

(A) Yes, there are three locations where the fiber runs will need to be demolished.  Please see map
below

Perris Lake HS:  MDF to IDF-R
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Paloma Valley HS: MDF to IDF-B and MDF to IDF-T2

(Q) At any new device location (AP, Speaker/Clock, Camera, etc), who is responsible for providing the
actual device?

(A) District will be responsible for the devices.

(Q) The UPS in the old IDF needs to be relocated to the new IDF Cabinet/Rack?
(A) Yes, including the battery unit.

(Q) Do we need to provide electricity to the new IDF Location?
(A) No

(Q) For maps marked as WIRELESS, the use of Cat 6A cabling and GREEN keystone jacks is Required.
(A) Yes, all WIRELESS location requires Cat 6A cabling and GREEN Keystone Jacks.

(Q) For maps marked as DATA, the use of Cat 6 cabling and BLACK keystone jacks is required.
(A) Yes, all DATA location requires Cat 6 cabling and BLACK Keystone Jacks.

(Q) For maps marked as SECURITY (IP CAMERA) the use of Cat 6 cabling and YELLOW keystone jacks
is required

(A) Yes, all SECURITY location requires Cat 6 cabling and YELLOW Keystone Jacks

(Q) DO SPEAKERS FALL UNDER DATA? IF NOT WHAT COLOR FOR THE SPEAKERS?
(A) Yes, all SPEAKERS fall under data; requires Cat 6 cabling and BLACK Keystone Jacks.
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(Q) Page 6, General Requirement #2 states that “Service provider is responsible to obtain all necessary
rights of way needed to successfully complete this project.” Please specify where procurement of right-of-way
will be required for this project.

(A) We don’t anticipate any rights of way required for this project, but if the scope of work provided
by the contractor requires any right of way access, it will be up to the contractor to secure that
right of way.

(Q) Page 30 of the RFP indicates that liquidated damages may apply to this project but does not specify the
LD amount. Please specify the amount and frequency of liquidated damages that would apply (i.e., per day, per
site per day, et al.).

(A) Any liquidated damages will be negotiated with the selected contractor.

(Q) Page 31 of the RFP indicates that project work “will be scheduled at a time that does NOT interfere with
instruction (e.g., summer break, spring break, non-instructional hours, etc.).” For bidding purposes, what
percentage of the work should Bidders assume will be performed during non-instructional hours on regular
school days?

(A) 100%

(Q) Are cables used to provide network connectivity to IP speakers classified as DATA cables? A. If not,
please specify required color of cable and keystone jacks to be used for IP speakers.

(A) Yes, IP Speakers are classified as data. Requires Cat 6 cabling and BLACK Keystone Jacks.

(Q) For any horizontal copper cable to be installed in underground pathways, is the use of indoor/outdoor
cable acceptable?

(A) Please see PUHSD Master Specification

PALOMA VALLEY HS
(Q) Page 32 of the RFP indicates that “the district does NOT have a warehouse or storage facility.” For
work at Paloma Valley HS, will the District permit placement of a Contractor-provide storage container to use
for storing materials?

(A) Yes

(Q) Page 35: Regarding the aggregation of the existing three (3) IDFs into a single new IDF in Bldg. B,
please indicate whether existing fiber optic cable (FOC) can be used for connectivity of the new IDF back to
the MDF. a. If new FOC is required, please provide information indicating the length of the pathways that will
be used for the new FOC between the existing MDF and the new Bldg. B IDF location.

(A) Yes, contractor can use the existing fiber optic cable.

(Q) Aside from the scenario addressed in the previous RFI, please confirm that no new FOCs will be
provided or installed as part of this scope of work.

(A) Correct, there will not be any new FOC as part of this scope of work.

(Q) During the pre-bid job walk, it was noted that in many classrooms the existing cabling terminates into
existing metallic surface mount raceway. Regrettably, in many of the rooms much of this raceway runs behind
furniture, file cabinets, etc., and it was not possible to determine the quantity of existing outlets in the raceway.
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For bidding purposes, how many outlets should Bidders assume are installed in the metallic surface mount
raceway in a classroom?

(A) 250

PERRIS LAKE HS
(Q) Please clarify routing of existing cable pathways from the existing outdoor IDF cabinet to each of the
bungalow classrooms (i.e., underground, above ground between classrooms, etc.).

(A) To the best of our knowledge, it is currently running underground from the vault to the
classroom. Contractors can install new pathways between the portable buildings at Pinacate MS
and Perris Lake HS.

(Q) Is the Contractor required to move any existing non-cabling network equipment (i.e., switches, UPSes)
from the existing outdoor IDF cabinet to the new indoor IDF cabinet as part of this scope of work?

(A) Yes, only the UPS and Battery Pack.

(Q) Please confirm that the existing outdoor IDF cabinet is to be left in place as part of this scope of work.
(A) Yes

(Q) Please confirm that existing FOC to the existing outdoor IDF cabinet is to be removed as part of this
scope of work.

(A) Yes

(Q) Please confirm that new indoor IDF cabinet and new FOC from new cabinet back to MDF are already in
place and will not be provided as part of this scope of work.

(A) Yes

(Q) During the pre-bid job walk, the presence of an exterior surveillance camera was noted on the front of
Room 3. This camera is not shown on the drawings included with the RFP. Should Bidders include cabling to
this camera as part of the project scope of work?

(A) Yes

PINACATE MS
(Q) Please clarify routing of existing cable pathways from the existing outdoor IDF cabinet to each of the
bungalow classrooms (i.e., underground, above ground between classrooms, etc.).

(A) To the best of our knowledge, it is currently running underground from the vault to the
classroom. Contractors can install new pathways between the portable buildings at Pinacate MS
and Perris Lake HS.

(Q) Is the Contractor required to move any existing non-cabling network equipment (i.e., switches, UPSes)
from the existing outdoor IDF cabinet to the new indoor IDF cabinet as part of this scope of work?

(A) Yes, only the UPS and Battery Pack.

(Q) Please confirm that the existing outdoor IDF cabinet is to be left in place as part of this scope of work.
(A) Yes
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(Q) Please confirm that existing FOC to the existing outdoor IDF cabinet can be reused to provide network
connectivity to the new indoor IDF cabinet.

(A) Yes

(Q) Who is responsible to provide electrical service for the new IDF’s?
(A) The District will be responsible.

(Q) Who is responsible to provide a ground point for the new IDF’s?
(A) Contractor will be responsible for ground point for the new IDF.

(Q) Regarding PLHS and PMS, is the existing fiber long enough to be routed to the new IDF location?
(A) Yes

(Q) Regarding PLHS, and PMS, are there alternate pathways into the potables for the existing fiber to be
re-routed through? Eliminating the old exterior IDF pathways?

(A) To the best of our knowledge, no.

(Q) If any Category network cable is routed underground between portables, should a OSP cable be used?
(A) Please see PUHSD Masterspec

(Q) During cable wreck-out/removal, if any associated raceway and boxes are removed along with the
cable, who is responsible to restore possible wall damage and or missing paint?

(A) Contractor will be responsible for patch and painting matches as best as possible.

(Q) Regarding PLHS, does a fire rated wood backing need to be installed to current wall rack to support the
increased weight of new network cables?

(A) No

(Q) Is the use of CMR or Plenum rated network cable documented?
(A) Please see PUHSD Masterspec.

(Q) What type fiber and strand count is to be placed to new IDF location within bldg. B?
(A) Contractor will be using the existing Fiber cable.

(Q) Does the District require Generic patch cords or SCS manufactured?
(A) Generic patch cords will be acceptable.

(Q) On page 22 of the issued RFP, section 11 of "Instructions for Bidders," mention is made of DVBE
Requirements. Do the District DVBE goals apply to this project and if so, may vendors have a copy of the
"Certification Regarding DVBE Compliance Efforts" to submit?

(A) DVBE goals will not apply to this project.

(Q) The District instructs bidders to submit bids to Ms. Hinojosa in Perris. How many hard copies of vendor
response should be submitted? And does the District want a USB drive containing the electronic version of the
response submitted as well?
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(A) One hard copy. Electronic copies are not mandatory, but would be helpful.

(Q) Would the District consider extending the deadline for this response?
(A) No

All of the following are referring to the overall site plan (PVHS) for Paloma Valley HS.

(Q) The following symbol appears at multiple locations:

This symbol is not identified in the symbol’s legend. Can you confirm if this symbol is in the scope of
work? If so, please identify the symbol and work scope.

(A) Please review each building scope of work. This symbol has been replaced with the IP Speaker
symbol.

(Q) At locations asking to relocate a wireless access point with the following symbol:

Is new cabling required or are you only asking to relocate the device? If only the relocation of the
device is required, can you confirm that the existing cable slack will reach the desired location?

(A) No new cable is required for four(4) locations. Existing cable slack will reach the desired
location. Please note, new cable will be required for buildings D and E locations.

(Q) Please define “Misc” in the following Symbol:

(A) Patch cable from the Access Point redone to be coming into the junction box from the bottom.

(Q) Who is responsible for supplying power to the new cabinets?
(A) The District will be responsible.

(Q) Are we removing old raceway when we demo the cable, If yes who is responsible for patching
and painting the walls?
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(A) Contractor will be responsible for patch and painting matches as best as possible.

(Q) Do you want to re-use existing raceway inside the theater, or would you like new?
(A) New
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